Abstract
Introduction and Background
asserts that an educational system does not exist in a vacuum. It has its own background. It is brought into existence to meet the needs of fundamental nature or of temporary or of local nature of an existing society or a newly emerging society.Thus, every ideology has its own objectives, and the education system of a nation embracing an ideology is mainly developed with the view to achieve those ideological objectives.As such it is odd to observe that the Islamic countries are adhering to an education system which is designed by the west to achieve its own secular objectives.
Three centuries of colonization and subjugation by the west in all field of knowledge, and imposition of western education system in the Muslim lands has been the main cause for losing direction by the Muslim ummah. The ummah has since long lost its traditions and now is blind follower of western education system (Maududi, 2000) .
However, there doesexist a number of Muslim educationists who feel that more than just a make-up has to be done for the designing and development of a truly dynamic Islamic education system. As a matter of fact, the educationists have to define the theory of Islamic education with clear cut objectives and methodologies (Sulayman, 1993) .
The 1977 Mecca ConferenceonIslamization of knowledge was the turning point in the realization and practical work for the development of Islamic education system and resulted in the establishment of five Islamic Universities in different cities of the Islamic world. In spite of the fact thatafter more than twenty five years since the establishment of these universities, we have yet to hear a claim of the development of an education system around Islamic objectives at any level of education.
It is observed that the modus operandi for the development of an Islamic education system still remains under debate. We see most of the celebrated Muslimscholars engaged in the debate of Islamization of knowledge disciplines,yet very few have focused on the development of basic education system from the Islamic perspective for our schools (Sulaiman, 1993) . Hasan (2002) further states that,"The men at the helm of the affairs should pay more attention to the training of the younger generation as the rise and fall of a nation and its fate is dependent upon them" (p. 8).
Given that the Islamic universities were specifically established for the work of Islamization of knowledge and education in the Muslim world, it is but imperative to explore the perceptions of the educationists working in these universities. The efforts in this direction will mainly be governed by the perception of the people who are to lead this educational transformation;for human mind cannot venture outside ones perceptual framework or worldview (Covey, 2013) ; therefore, they must first realize the effects of the prevalent western secular education system on the Muslim youth, and then design a dynamic education system around the Islamic educational aims and objectives. In other words, it is their perception which will direct the efforts of such intellectuals.Covey (2013) speaking of the effects of perceptions says, "The way we see things is the source of the way we think and the way we act" (p. 24); we simply cannot maintain wholeness if we talk and walk differently than we see. Robbins (2009) It has also been observed that many Muslim educationists and intellectuals get over-impressed by certain aspects of the western secular education and generalize on the whole education system. From this point of view, one extremely important aspect which the Muslim intellectuals and educationists should not forget is that it is the roots which govern the fruit; as such it is impossible to get the fruit which a Muslim education system aspires for, from the tree with roots developed for an entirely alien aims and objectives, no matter how healthy and green that tree may look.To analyze the situation further, it is important to probe the Muslim educationists and explore what perceptions they carry regarding the Western and the Islamic education systems.
The purpose of this research was to explore the perceptions of selected Islamic educationists in Malaysia regarding the western and the perceived Islamic education system and make a comparative analysis between their perceptions and the opinion as put forward by Syed Muhammad al Naquibal Attas regarding these two systems.
Al Attas, is considered as one of the most prominent contemporary Muslim scholar on education and largely accepted as a leading Islamic educationist (Daud, 1998; Hashim, 2000 Hashim, , 2014 .This research also explores and elaborates the differences between the western secular education system and the perceived Islamic education system as perceived by the respondents and Dr. al Attas. The greatest significance of this research will be to create awareness and need among the educationists for re-aligning their thought with each other, so that the objective of the Islamization of education can be taken up as a team work and in greater concord.
Ali

Literature Review
The Quran states that man has been created as vicegerent (khalifa) of the creator himself (Aal Imran: 30) , and as such has to conduct all affairs in this life according to the dictates of the Creator.
This definitely calls for us to devise and design our own education system as per Islam's objectives. This is further elaborated by Sharif (1990) who states that the educational system cannot exist in a vacuum and has its own context. It is brought into existence to meet the needs of fundamental nature or of temporary or local nature of an existing society or a newly emerging society.
In her review of different relevant articles Herrera (2004) observes that the expansion of modern schooling as a global Islam is not hostile to the established truth of knowledge, but to the unreliable intuition which molds and distorts these truths. Maududi (2000) further elaborates that Islam views the issues of life from a different perspective; carrying its own distinct concepts, a starting point, an intuition matrix, all of which are diametrically opposed to the west.Islam disapproves ofwestern knowledge systems because the western intuition matrix is also being adopted and not because scientific truths are being borrowed from it. He further elaborates that on account of this; the students actually drift from the anchor of Islam and become vulnerable to the harmful influences of western ideology.
In Allama Muhammad Iqbal we find a scholar and philosopher who was among the first to point out the danger of Islamic countries adapting to the western education and culture. Iqbal (1944) "Man is regarded as potentially the vicegerent of God on earth. God has given man authority over entire creation.
In order to realize this authority in actual life man must acquire wisdom which transforms him into a good man and at the same time turns him into a wise master.
Education is that process which helps man in acquiring this wisdom" (p. 19).
What has to be realized is that west and Islam have quite different philosophy of life and the understanding of the role of human being here on earth. Since any education system is developed by respective nations to achieve their own objectives, unquestioningly relying upon and adopting Western education will most obviously amount to making our generations endeavor for western secular objectives, which is a serious issue from Islamic perspective.
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Research Methodology
The basic theme of this purely qualitative research was to carry out a comparative study of the perceptions about the nature of Islamic and western education systems as held by two prominent educationists in a religious University in Malaysia with that of a well-known Islamic scholar and educationist Dr. Syed Muhammad al Naquibal Attas.
The perceptions of the educationists have been explored by conducting individual semi structured interviews, and the perception of Syed Muhammad al Naquibal Attas has been extracted from his various writings on Islamization of knowledge and education.
Participants
Two respondents were selected for the interviewsfrom among the prominent educationists from religious Malaysian university.
Both of them were senior faculty members at an Islamic university in Malaysia. As such it was a purposive sampling.
Data collection and analysis
The developed semi structured interview guide was initially pilot tested and modified. For probing the perceptions and concepts of al Attas, library research was carried out.
The interviews were carefully transcribed and then coded using a format by which the main ideas of the interviewees could be clearly and easily deduced. The derived main ideas of the two respondents were then compared with the ideas of Dr. Syed Muhammad al Naquibal Attas for comparative study.
The researcher will be presenting the general analysis of the interviews of the two respondents followed by a comparative study between respondents'perceptions and that of Dr. Syed
Muhammad al-Naquib al-Attas on the western and Islamic education systems.This analysis is based on six main themes posed through the interview to answer the two main and three sub research questions.
Results and Discussion
Based upon the research questions the following six themes were generated: We see al Attas focusing on the epistemological and axiological aspect of the western education system where as the respondents' focus on the vocal claimsbeing made by the designer of the western education systems themselves.These claims are hotly contested by the western critiques like Sir Ken Robinson (2006 Robinson ( , 2010 Robinson ( , 2013 , Gatto (2000 Gatto ( , 2010 , Holt (1995a Holt ( , 1995b , Smith (1998) and many more. Taking the contemporary western secular education system at face claim value is not expected of Islamic intellectuals who claim to be working for the redesigning of education from Islamic perspective, which calls for an in depth analysis of the system being followed by the Muslim world blindly (Herrera, 2004) .
Salient features of western education system
On the salient features of western education system one respondent pointed out:
1. Develops all human potentials, except for spiritual 2. Develops democratic liberal man. 5. American system is pragmatic 6. Less authoritarian, less rigid and gives more freedom to students.
Where as respondent 2 focused on the market orientation of the system where it is driven by the market demands only and pointed out that, "When the course has no takers you have to close it".
Al-Attas (1979)goes to the depth of the issue from the Islamic perspective and points out that the western secular education is totally devoid of revealed knowledge or religious beliefs and approaches life from secular perspective, considering man no more than a physical entity and rational animal. He further points out that, "Man is deified and Deity humanized, and the world becomes man's sole occupation so 
Strong and weak points of western education system
Speaking on the strong points of the western education system, respondent 1 elaborates that this system is less rigid and authoritarian as it gives more freedom to students for decision making. The respondents resonate with self-claims of the western education system's terming it pragmatic, less rigid, less authoritarian, and "What they are doing in their secular part they are doing it very well". Whereas we see al Attas visualizing the system at its roots and holding it unrealistic and impractical from Islamic perspective and terms the western education as purely based on secularism, defying religion and based on pure speculations. We see popular western educationists of the modern times confessing the failure of the western education systems in their achieving their objectives and its inappropriateness with child's learning psychology.These western educationists include Holt (1995b) , Gatto (2005) , Robinson (2006) , Illich (2000) , etc. about focusing on the development of a 'good man' in comparison to a 'good citizen ', al-Attas (1979) states: "…it is more fundamental to produce a good man than to produce a good citizen, for the good man will no doubt also be a good citizen, but the good citizen will not necessarily also be a good man" (p. 32-33).
For al-Attas (1993), grounding a man in the knowledge should be a key objective of Islamic education system for which he quotes the following hadith of holy prophet (peace beupon him) as narrated by ibn e Masud:
"Verily this Quran is God's Banquet on earth, so learn thoroughly, then from (or of) His Banquet" (cited on p.149). When we revert to Dr. al-Attas's view on the perceived strengths and weaknesses of an ideal Islamic education system, he arguments that "Education by precept and example should instill piety and encourage self-purification as a means of penetrating the deep mysteries of the universe and opening the heart to the fear and love of Allah." (al-Attas, 1979, p.159) "Education should promote in man the creative impulse to rule himself and the universe as a true servant of Allah not by opposing and coming into conflict with nature but by understanding its laws and harnessing its forces for the growth of a personality that is in harmony with it."
Strong and weak points of Islamic education system
(al- Attas, 1979, p.159) In the attributes of an Islamic education system the researcher observes foundation difference of approach between al Attas and the respondents. Al Attas focuses on the very basics or the foundations where as we observe the respondents focusing on the results related issues. We see al Attas defining and focusing on the development of human attributes as desired by Islam, whereas on the other hand we see the respondents spotlighting on very general issues like, not having such a system, or we should work for both dunya (this world) and a'akhira (hereafter).
Conclusion and Recommendations
An important aspect revealed in this research is the disparity in the analytical prowess and philosophical approach to Islamization of education between someIslamic proactive educationists and Dr.
Naquib al-Attas. When a change is desired from secular to Islamic system of education, anin-depth understanding of the concepts and issues in education is required from the educationists actively involved in this process; this seems lacking in the respondents.
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It is significant to note that al Attas focuses on the philosophical aspect, which I feel is important to work on the roots of any system, where as we observe the respondents focusing more on developmental and attributive issues, which is result of an educational process. To develop any system the roots have to be well defined, as it is said the roots govern the fruits and not vice versa.
The fruit that western and Islamic education system vie for is completely different that what the west desires as elucidated by renowned scholars like Maududi (2000) , Qutb (1979) , Asad (2005) Question is important due to the fact that the five International Islamic Universities were established for this sole purpose and irrespective of more than two decades of their establishment, the researcher observes that not substantialprogress has been achieved in this regards. The strategy has to be reconsidered and wider research has to be encouraged specifically for this purpose. The
Research fields and topics have to be identified by the intellectuals and the educationists, and same provided to researchers for the greater benefit of the project for the Islamization of our education systems.
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